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As the new millennium has approached, the United Nations is in danger of
becoming marginalized in matters of peace policy. This could mean that the main
forum through which options for directing security issues at the global level are
sought out will be undermined. Geopolitical shifts of power, new security
challenges, and the ubiquitous economic push to globalization have led to a rapid
withering of the multilateral hopes that had blossomed in the first half of the 1990s.
The Agenda for Peace of June 1992 almost encapsulated all those forward-looking
approaches to peace that saw the upheavals following the Cold War as a chance
for the United Nations, with its universal scope (Boutros-Ghali 1992). Since then,
however, a trend to unilateralism and alliance-based regionalism in foreign and
security policy has begun to take hold.
After September 11, the war against terror and subsequently the Iraq war have
dominated the global agenda. Immediately after the terror attacks in New York and
Washington, the UN Security Council clearly defined transnational terrorism as an
immediate threat to peace and security – good evidence for the usefulness of an
operative multilateral forum. At the same time, however, the Bush administration
followed an extremely unilateral course in the preparation of regime change in Iraq
– ignoring world opinion and providing highly ambiguous evidence on Saddam’s
link to Al-Qaeda and the existence of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). The
United Nations are at a cross-roads: Reforms to improve efficiency are on the table
and subsequently implemented by the energetic Secretary-General Kofi Annan.
But these reforms take place within an era that obviously is characterized by the
renaissance of geopolitics. This could result in a rather undesirable outcome: a
more efficient world organisation in the context of a weakened and ineffective
multilateralism.
The following essay proceeds in three stages. First, I analyse the shifting debate
about multilateralist and hegemonial concepts of world order and argue that,
instead, a multi-dimensional concept of cooperative security is needed. In such a
concept UN capacities for peacekeeping and crisis prevention play a prominent
role. In my second section, I give a brief overview of the situation more than a
decade after the publication of the Agenda for Peace. I also list a number of
operational steps for enhancing the effectiveness of UN peacekeeping and crisis
prevention capacities. In the third section, I discuss the role of the UN in
strengthening the rule of law at the global level. In particular, I will elaborate on
how world attention is now being directed towards the threat of transnational
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terrorism, how the UN Security Council reacted towards this new phenomenon and
how the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq were legitimized by the United States.
Finally, I summarize the findings and put them into a broader context.
1. COOPERATIVE SECURITY AS A LEITMOTIV
There is no doubt that after the Cold War an important change has taken place, in
so far as human rights have become an object of international concern, national
sovereignty can now be curtailed in exceptional humanitarian circumstances, and
the scope of the prohibition on intervention has generally been redefined
(Chopra/Weiss 1992). Specifically, with its Resolution 688 of spring 1991, which
made possible humanitarian protection for the Kurds in northern Iraq, the UN
Security Council gave a sign—ambivalent perhaps in terms of international law, but
unequivocal politically—that where there have been massive violations of human
rights within a state, the international community may determine that there is a
threat to peace. Resolution 794 ultimately went further than this: in December
1992, faced with the de facto collapse of the state in Somalia, the Security Council
determined that the scale of the human tragedy there must be regarded as a
danger to the security of the region and to world peace. Furthermore, the
intervention was justified as chapter VII activity because of the threat of refugees
fleeing over the borders.
1.1 Multilateralist Concepts of World Order
Viewed from a long-term historical perspective, the signal given by the two security
resolutions mentioned above may be seen as a crucial element in a multilateralist
vision of world order, one of the core elements of which would be a system of
global law. In his article ‘Global Governance: How Could It Be Conceived?’, Dieter
Senghaas (1993) has defined a fourfold protective function for the world
community: protection of freedom, protection against violence, protection against
need, and protection against chauvinism.1 In terms of international law, the
introduction at the global level of a set of protection-related requirements entails a
tempering of the unconditional concept of sovereignty. The legitimacy of state
sovereignty is thus ultimately referred back to human rights and the protection of
the individual (see Tesón 1988). When a state perverts this function through gross
human rights violations, this—via international customary law—constitutes a
relevant fact from the point of view of the international community. The world
community, in terms of the idealist position, has the right, if not the duty, to
intervene.
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In the (original) German version of this article, Dieter Senghaas uses the term 'Weltinnenpolitik'. In
my interpretation, there are slight differences between the two concepts of ‘Weltinnenpolitik’ and
‘global governance’. While ‘Weltinnenpolitik' puts a stronger emphasis on the 'rule-of-law' , 'global
governance' stresses the emergence of new actors and new forms of order and governance in
international relations. For these reasons, I hesitate to use the term 'global governance' in this
section. Instead, I speak of the 'multilateralist concept of world order'.
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Of course, interventionist-minded idealism harbours a number of dangers. When
it calls the inviolability of nation-state sovereignty into question following massive
political or socio-economic failure, it does so with good reason; but it has so far
failed to make good the claim that global intervention can really fulfil, or restore, the
above-named protective functions on a long-term basis. A second danger, closely
bound up with the first, also merits attention: discussion about a globally
harnessed, morally justified interventionism can become the first step to an
interventionism driven by power politics, because the de facto weakness of global
and regional organizations of collective security increases the scope for action of
hegemonial leading powers.
Despite these points of criticism, multilateral concepts of world order open up
forward-looking avenues. What is involved here was described as early as 1971 by
Inis Claude (1971: 17) as the ‘domestication of international relations’, a process
whereby, through reform and modernization, elements of intra-state relations are
incorporated into the international system. Enforcement of rule-of-law standards
plays a central role here. To equate this enforcement simply with coercive
measures and punitive actions would, of course, be to truncate the concept of
world order. We need, rather, to keep in mind that successful implementation of
such measures is much more probable if actors comply voluntarily and not merely
because of the threat of physical force. Hence, as Robert Cox (1986: 219, 233) has
explained in a broader context, commonly shared norms and institutions are
needed if a world order is recognizable as more than the expression of existing
power structures.
1.2 Hegemonial Crisis Management as an Alternative?
The gradual tempering of state sovereignty in favour of international interventionoptions can, sure enough, also be interpreted in a ‘realist’ sense, against the
background of traditional security concepts. The ultra-realist intellectual leading
light Charles Krauthammer (1990-91: 25) was trying to win us over to the charms
of the ‘unipolar moment’—a constellation in which the USA, as the dominant
power, determines the course of world affairs, leaving the UN at best a formal role
as body of approbation and legitimation.
One expression of a changed US stance on the United Nations was Presidential
Review Directive (PRD) 13, drafted against the background of the experiences in
Somalia. The Clinton administration now acted in accordance with the motto ‘If in
doubt, take the unilateralist line’—which showed up its declared policy of ‘assertive
multilateralism’ as more or less bogus. In May 1994, Presidential Decision
Directive (PDD) 25 imposed very restrictive criteria on US support for UN missions,
and the option of US troops being placed under UN command was excluded
(National Security Council 1994).
Unilateralism reflects a fundamental conceptual pessimism in regard to the
effectiveness of international organizations. Saadia Touval (1994: 51-54) has
argued along these lines. In his view, the UN lacks more or less all the
characteristics needed by a good conflict manager. It has, says Touval, none of the
economic, military, or political levers with which to influence the behaviour of
parties to a conflict or to create a situation conducive to successful mediation. It
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has undermined its own greatest resource—credibility—because its lengthy and
costly decision-making processes render it incapable of pursuing a coherent policy.
In addition, he says, the disunity amongst the member-states produces constant
shifts in day-to-day diplomacy.
On this view, in a multipolar situation, world order or regional order can be
secured by a ‘concert of forces’ or ‘balance of forces’. In a unipolar situation, on the
other hand, stable peace is only achievable through a ‘benevolent hegemon’. Such
a hegemon, as Raymond Aron observed as early as 1962, is distinguished by his
incontestable superiority. This superiority is so great, says Aron, that disgruntled
states are unable to change the status quo. Despite this, the hegemonial state
does not seek to swallow up those states that are condemned to impotence.
The hegemon’s readiness to make concessions and to argue for norms and
institutions is due to several factors: First of all, a narrow-minded, uncompromising
attitude is not in its enlightened self-interest; it creates resistance among other
states and may in the long run be more costly than (seemingly) 'second-best
solutions'. Secondly, norms and institutions provide a necessary framework for
stable cooperation because they encourage reliable behavior among different
actors. Finally, the hegemon needs to win the permanent assent of the weaker
states to his leadership. This is easier if the hegemonic role takes the form, not of a
manifest exercise of power but of a realization of the common interest.
1.3 The UN as the Core Element in a System of Cooperative Security
An alternative policy-model, one associated with the notion of ‘cooperative
security’, attempts to overcome these weaknesses. The former Australian foreign
minister Gareth Evans has stressed that, in contrast to the concept of collective
security, which operates between states and is based on the principles of sanction
and threat of force, the concept of cooperative security lays more stress on civil
components—things such as consultation, mutuality, reliability, transparency, and
prevention (Evans 1994). In particular, the ‘cooperative security’ approach takes
account of the fact that a large number of actors (social interest-groups, relevant
nation-states, regional organizations, etc.) must have incentives to co-operate if
peace policy is to be durable.2
Even within the framework of cooperative security, there is room to argue the
need for a global polity. This should not, of course, be equated with the Leviathan
model or with the creation of a huge bureaucracy; it would, rather, provide the
framework for a properly regulated ceding and sharing of sovereignty (shared
sovereignties). The role of the UN in the gradual creation of a global polity would
be better defined by the term ‘world authority’ than the term ‘world government’. In
the words of Silviu Brucan (1988: 14): ‘The latter presupposes the dissolution of
states and their replacement by a single governing body designed to run the whole
world. The World Authority requires the nation-states to be retained with only a
partial transfer of power to the new institution so as to enable it to operate
effectively within its limited area of competence.’
2

The concept of cooperative security is closely linked to that of global governance. Both
approaches stress that - for solving global problems - the involvement of different actors and levels
of operation is necessary. On the global governance approach, see e.g. Rosenau/Czempiel 1992.
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What implications do these deliberations have for practical policy? Two at least.
In order for the United Nations to become the core element in a system such as
that described, it has to be rendered capable of action in those areas in which it
has a special competence and responsibility, notably peace operations and crisis
prevention. Secondly, the superordinate function of the UN in setting, monitoring,
and enforcing standards must be upheld and promoted within the framework of the
global rule of law.
2. ENHANCING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF UN PEACE OPERATIONS
Turning to the field of crisis prevention and peacekeeping: What sort of
experiences have there been here since the end of the Cold War? How can the
existing instruments be improved?
2.1 Experiences and Lessons Learned Since the End of the Cold War
UN peacekeeping finds itself in a state of crisis whose gravity is perhaps
underestimated. Several experiences – ranging from Somalia, the former
Yugoslavia, Rwanda, and Angola to Liberia and the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) -- have vividly demonstrated how difficult it is to influence regionalized and
increasingly chaotically conducted civil wars. The background to all this was, firstly,
a veritable political blockade on action by the permanent members of the Security
Council (in the case of Rwanda, for example). Secondly, deeply rooted civil wars
have proved to be extremely prone to destabilization from outside, but stubbornly
resistant to constructive conflict management. On top of this, analysis of particular
cases shows that in a number of instances, the UN bureaucracy has itself been
responsible for major miscalculations, inadequate management, and inappropriate
strategies of action.3 It has become clear that the United Nations lacks the capacity
to react swiftly, appropriately, and flexibly to new conflict-constellations. It has
become an ‘overstretched’ world organization.
That, however, does not mean that all of its efforts were doomed to failure: There
are both positive and negative examples for Peace Operations conducted within
the last fifteen years – i.e. after the end of the Cold War. Besides remarkable
success stories (e.g. Namibia, Mozambique, El Salvador, Eastern Timor), there a
lots of cases with an ambiguous track record (Cambodia, Western Sahara, Cyprus,
Bosnia-Herzegovina after Dayton, Sierra Leone, etc.) as well as dramatic failures
(Somalia, Bosnia-Herzegovina before Dayton, Angola, Rwanda). Some of the
substantial deficits and short-comings – even within successful operations -- were
the following: The mandates were often unclear, inadequate or not supported by
the will of important UN member states (Jett 2001:39). The permanent members of
the UN Security Council frequently refrained from authorizing missions that could
have become politically sensitive and/or financially costly. The usual procedures of
recruiting UN peace-keepers proved insufficient. E.g., the troops often could not be
selected according to the required qualifications, skills and equipment, but the
UNSG rather had to rely on insufficient offers of those states which were ready to
3

For Rwanda, see e.g. Adelman/Suhrke 1996; for Somalia, see Sahnoun 1994.
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make soldiers available (supply- instead of demand-orientation). A central cause
for mediocre or even bad performance lies in the fact that the United Nations do
not have their own military capabilities. Instead, the UN secretariat has to rely on a
stand-by-system which is still suffering from built-in deficits despite several
remarkable reform initiatives.
The repudiated Brahimi Commission argued along similar lines and put forward
promising reforms. Starting point was a sober analysis of UN peace operations in
the 1990's (see Brahimi Report 2000: para.15-28). Blue Helmets faced new
constellations: After the end of the Cold War, several conflict constellations had
changed. In particular, the warring parties only played lip-service to peaceagreements and their implementation. Instead, they frequently undermined peace
processes, continuing with weapons-procurement, self-enrichment and expanding
their grip on war-economies4.
The report demands that under these circumstances operational planning must
be based on "worst case" instead of "best case scenarios”. Realistic mandates
should regulate clearly when enforcement measure should be applied. This has
implications: "It means bigger forces, better equipped and more costly, but able to
pose a credible deterrent threat, in contrast to the symbolic and non-threatening
presence that characterizes traditional peacekeeping." (Brahimi report 2000:
para.51)
The Brahimi Report also draws conclusions from devastating experiences in
Bosnia-Herzegovina and Rwanda where UN troops did not intervene while civilians
were massacred: "United Nations peacekeepers - troops or police - who witness
violence against civilians should be presumed to be authorized to stop it, within
their means, in support of basic United Nations principles" (Brahimi Report 2000:
Executive Summary).
The crucial lesson learnt from recent operations is: Resources, capacities, troop
strength and mandates have to be based on a realistic analysis of the conflict
situation. In reality, however, it has rather followed the quasi-autonomous logic of
decision-making within the UN Security Council. Thus, in the preparation of UN
peace operations the UN Secretariat should act not as an extended arm of the
Security Council but as a guardian of reasonable and adequate measures to
maintain peace and security, in other words "The Secretariat must tell the Security
Council what it needs to know, not what it wants to hear (...)" (para 64).
Setting up a new mission should not become an objective on its own (Debiel
2000). If mandate, resources and political support do not match with realities on
the ground, it may be better for the UN not to give in to public pressure: "Rather
than send an operation into danger with unclear instructions, the Panel urges that
the Council refrain from mandating such a mission." (para 56)
Finally, a mandate allowing for robust rules of engagements is crucial in
situations where conflict parties have not definitely renounced the use of violent
means (see Eisele 2000:36-46): UN troops have to be able to go beyond selfdefense and to defend other mission members, civilians in danger and the overall
mandate. Robust rules do not mean that peace operations should turn into combat
operations. Instead, the aim is to deter the selective use of violence by splinter
groups and spoilers in a situation that already is post-war but not peace (Brahimi
4
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Report 2000: para.49). There are, however, also limits to "robust peace
operations". If powerful, well-organized warring parties (as for instance the UNITA
in Angola) in fact oppose disarmament or if blue helmets are exposed to terror
attacks or to "non-Clausewitz warfare" (guerrilla tactics, etc.), either medium- and
large-scale enforcement measures or disengagement are the only options left.
2.2 Institutional Reforms for more Effective Peace Operations
Extended mandates, robust rules of engagement and the ability to adjust more
flexibly to changing situations on the ground require new military capacities as well
as appropriate equipment. Besides this, other reform measures are necessary. The
Brahimi Commission has suggested, e.g., to improve the management of UN
peace operations, to develop competences for new tasks (e.g. for promoting the
rule of law) and to come to new arrangements for a more reliable and professional
recruitment of personnel, equipment, etc.
Meanwhile, the UN general assembly has approved some of these measures
(Griep 2002). In 2000/2001, 184 new positions were established within the DPKO;
the number of staff members was raised from 350 to 534. Furthermore, new
instruments for the planning and management of peace operations -- in particular
the so-called Integrated Mission Task Forces (IMTF) -- have become standard;
budgetary provisions for immediate support to peace operations have been
implemented.
Suggestions that were politically more sensitive, however, have so far not been
put into practice. For example, the UNSG did not take up the suggestion to create
an Information and Strategic Analysis Secretariat but instead proposed a smaller
unit for these tasks. Thereby, an opportunity was missed to institutionalize crisis
prevention on a strategic level. In addition, the UNSG reacted with reservations
towards the idea of pushing forward the establishment of high-readiness brigades
(see Annan 2000: para.85).
The last point is of particular importance. To improve the UN Stand-byArrangement System (UNSAS), the Brahimi Commission explicitly referred to
initiatives advanced by Denmark and Canada. In February 1996, a high-ranking,
multi-national military working group under the guidance of Denmark had put a
very concrete reform model on the agenda that opted for capacities to rapidly
deploy troops in crisis regions (see Denmark 1996). The Multinational UN Standby-Forces High Readiness Brigade was to become active under chapter VI of the
UN Charta and was to conduct humanitarian operations within a framework that
bore close resemblance to the British concept of ‘wider peacekeeping’. The
brigade is subjected to the usual command and control arrangements of the United
Nations. It is to become operational within 15 to 30 days after inquiry by the UNSG
and after positive decisions by the member states involved. The aim is to cover the
first six months of an operation. Meanwhile, on the initiative of Denmark, the
concept has materialized: Denmark, Canada, the Netherlands, Poland, Sweden
and Austria established a Stand-by High Readiness Brigade (SHIRBRIG) that
comprises about 4,000 soldiers and was successfully deployed in the first phase of
the UN Mission to Ethiopia and Eritrea (UNMEE).
Closely related to the Danish concept is the Canadian initiative "Towards A
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Rapid Reaction Capability for the United Nations" that was submitted to the UN
Secretary General in 1995 (Canada 1995). The study was triggered by the
experiences in Rwanda. Major General Romeo Dallaire, the Canadian commander
of the UN Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR), had repeatedly claimed that
the rapid deployment of 5.000 troops could have prevented the massacres in the
south and the west of the country. Taking this context into account, the Canadian
model transcended the Danish concept by also including elements of small scale
enforcement: The UN should be able to deploy about 5,000 soldiers and
specialized civilians as multi-functional vanguard group at short notice to close the
gap that is created by the lengthy mobilization of troops within the traditional UN
Stand-by system. The Canadian study emphasizes that a UN Rapid Reaction
Capability will only be reliable if it can count on its own personnel and is
independent from member states. Because of current financial and political
constraints, however, short- and middle-term priority should be given to
establishing a Rapid Reaction Capability within the existing UN Stand-byArrangement System (UNSAS).
3. MAINTAINING THE UN’S MONOPOLY ON THE LEGITIMATION OF FORCE
Besides effective operational capacities, the establishment of the rule of law at the
global level is essential for an effectual United Nations. At the beginning of the 21st
century, one key area has been put into question: the UN’s monopoly on the
legitimation of force. Unfortunately, the Clinton administration (and even more the
U.S. Senate) had already begun to sideline the UN after the Somalia debacle in
1994. U.S. unilateralism resulted, among other things, in the removal of Boutros
Boutros-Ghali who was not granted a second term of office. Since the end of the
1990’s an even more dramatic tendency could be observed to use the organization
only selectively as a means of legitimizing coercive measures. Not only would this
undermine the reputation of the UN; it would also run counter to its charter:
according to Chapter VII, the UN Security Council has the monopoly on the
legitimation of force. The UN is therefore not merely one amongst many, nor even
primus inter pares; it is a clearly superordinate authority.
Accepting that military action must remain strictly tied to agreement within the
Security Council can be a painful experience in individual cases. It can mean the
blocking of coercive measures which some states believe to be necessary. At the
same time, the monopoly on the legitimation of force cannot be circumvented
without serious consequences either: an exception immediately becomes a
precedent in this context. This was precisely the danger with the decisions that led
to the Kosovo War. In Resolution 1199 of 23 September 1998, the UN Security
Council had demanded, in relation to Kosovo, the break-off of hostilities, the
withdrawal of Serb units, and the institution of monitoring procedures. The attempt
to interpret this resolution as sufficient grounds for a military intervention by NATO
cleared the way to self-mandation by regional organizations and military alliances.
On 24 September 1998 NATO issued its activation warning. After the MilosevicHolbrooke-agreement of 12 October 1998, the warning was transformed into an
activation order; thus, the implementation of the agreement should be supported by
the threat with air strikes. On 24 March 1999, after the Rambouillet negotiations
had failed, NATO started its air attacks. They were not approved by the UN
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Security Council. This proceeding was afterwards legitimized in a more general
sense by NATO's new Strategic Concept from 24 April 1999. It establishes the new
task of crisis response operations in the 'Euro-Atlantic area' (NATO 1999: para.
10). It is particularly remarkable that these operations are not explicitly linked to a
UN mandate but shall only be 'consistent with international law' (para. 31).
In the context of the Kosovo crisis, several proposals have been elaborated to
delegate, circumvent or—in exceptional cases—suspend this competence of the
Security Council. Others argue more forcefully that "the new interventionists should
not be daunted by fears of destroying some lofty, imagined temple of law enshrined
in the U.N. Charter's anti-interventionist proscriptions" (Glennon 1999: 7). All these
reasonings have in common that they—implicitly or explicitly—decouple the
principles of justice and legality. As a consequence, the historic achievements of
the Briand-Kellog-Pact from 1928 and of the UN Charter from 1945 could be at the
disposal of proponents of a vague 'Just International Order' that is very selectively
defined. The end-result of such developments would be a civilizatory step
backwards: the universal monopoly on the legitimation of force would be shifted
into a grey area of international law in which it would eventually no longer be
discernible.
The situation has worsened after the terror attacks of September 11. First of all,
the event clearly showed that transnational terrorist networks have emerged as
powerful and destructive actors in the global arena. Together with the increasing
relevance of warlords, private security companies and new mercenary agencies,
they have changed the characteristics of contemporary warfare that is no longer
primarily motivated by political goals but driven by economic motives. There is a
trend towards the denationalization, privatization and commercialization - and thus
depoliticization - of war. In that broader context, the new quality of transnational
terrorism is closely connected to state failure and negative effects of globalization
('shadow globalization'). These developments open up new possibilities for
communication, transport, smuggling and money laundering. The "new terrorism"
has prospered particularly in those countries where law and order has broken
down to a considerable extent, e.g. in Afghanistan, Sudan and Somalia.
Secondly, transnational terrorism has confronted international law (still mainly
focused on state actors) with new challenges. The UN Security Council, to the
surprise of many, reacted swiftly and decidedly by passing resolution 1368 from 12
September 2001 and resolution 1373 from 28 September 2001. According to these
ground-breaking documents, terrorist attacks have to be regarded as threats to
world peace and to international security even if the entanglement of a state or defacto-regime cannot formally be proved. Private actors of violence and stringpullers of terrorism thus have been awarded a new legal status under chapter VII
of the UN Charter (Bruha/Bortfeld 2001, p. 163).
3.1 The War against Terror and the Doctrine of Pre-emptive Self-Defense
Despite their bold assertions regarding the relevance of private actors of
violence, the UNSC resolutions after September 11 were rather vague in their
treatment of the right to self-defense. In particular, the UNSC did not make a clear
statement about its own competence and role in that regard. Nevertheless -- as
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Bruha/Bortfeld 2001, p. 164) have pointed out -- the careful allusion to the right of
self-defense in resolutions 1368 and 1373 can be interpreted as a cautious
acknowledgement of a situation of self-defense implying that the terror attacks of
September 11 fulfill the requirements of an armed aggression under Chapter VII
UN Charta. So far, the term 'aggression' necessarily meant the involvement of a
state actor or a de-facto-regime. Facing the emergence of powerful transnational
terror networks, however, the UNSC indicated that Art. 51 UN Charter could be
invoked without that requirement. Meanwhile, the right to self-defense doesn't
imply a 'blank cheque' for military retaliation, pre-emptive strikes, and the pursuing
of political purposes beyond self- defense.
After 11 September 2001, the US proclaimed the "war against terror". It was
firstly directed against the Taliban regime in Afghanistan that had granted training
facilities and places of retreat to al Qaeda. The US received broad international
solidarity in view of the disaster and shock caused by September 11. It is being
discussed controversially, however, whether the US reacted in an appropriate and
effective manner. As Ernst-Otto Czempiel put it: Can the new threat be countered
"with the old strategy of the intergovernmental war", "with the classical strategy of
military intervention" (Czempiel 2002, p. 41, 6)?
Unfortunately, the current US administration tends to instrumentalize the shock
of September 11 to replace multilateral procedures within the UN system by a
more or less unipolar world order. This approach had already begun to materialize
when the Bush administration unveiled its plans for a strategic anti-missile defense
(National Missile Defense, NMD). It was deliberately enshrined within the National
Security Strategy from September 2002. In a core paragraph, the paper states:
"While the United States will constantly strive to enlist the support of the
international community, we will not hesitate to act alone, if necessary, to exercise
our right of self-defense by acting pre-emptively against such terrorists, to prevent
them from doing harm against our people and our country." (The White House
2002, p. 6) The new doctrine of "pre-emptive self-defense" is vague and highly
problematic. First of all, it is controversial whether pre-emptive/anticipatory selfdefense in its proper sense is compatible with Art. 51 of the UN Charter. Some
argue that customary law – in particular the so-called Caroline Principles of
International Law5 – or the inherent right provisions in the UN Charter permit an
pre-emptive use of force if this is the only means left to respond to an threat of
attack. Others are doubtful of this justification and point to the wide-spread
reluctance of states to invoke anticipatory self-defense in the past. Anyhow, a clear
and present danger did, obviously, not exist in the case of Iraq in 2003. Hence and
secondly, the Bush doctrine blurs the distinction between pre-emption and
prevention. Rather than limiting itself to the claim for pre-emptive self-defense, it
tries to justify ‘preventive war’ – a concept that is no longer tied to the existence or
immediate threat of an armed attack. When President George W. Bush delivered
5

The principles refer to the Caroline case which is summarized by Ducan E.J. Currie (2003) as
follows: “In the winter of 1837, British and Canadian forces believed that an American flagged ship,
the Caroline, was ferrying arms, recruits, and supplies from the American side of the border to antiBritish rebels on the Canadian side of the border during an anti-British insurrection. (…) British and
Canadian troops boarded the ship (…) In a formulation which has been widely cited as the standard
test for necessity in self-defence, American Secretary of State Daniel Webster responded to a
British claim of self defence by saying that ‘[i]t will be for that [British] government to show a
necessity of self-defence, instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, and no moment for
deliberation.’”
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the National Security Concept in September 2002, he expressly delcared that the
U.S. will act against “emerging threats before they are fully formed.’6 This doctrine
of ‘preventive war’ considers the bare existence of a potentially aggressive regime
as sufficient for going to war without approval by the UN Security Council - a
striking contradiction to the UN Charter.
3.2 The Iraq War and the Marginalization of the United Nations
The doctrine was first implemented during the Iraq war in 2003. After the fall of the
Taliban, the US administration had identified Iraq as its new target. Apart from
serious human rights violations, the regime was accused of possessing Weapons
of Mass Destruction (WMD) and of maintaining connections to transnational
terrorism. The war had been prepared since summer 2002; months-long diplomatic
conflicts had preceded it. The USA and Great Britain had already intensified air
attacks in the Southern No-fly Zone.
On the diplomatic level, the US and GB faced strong opposition from Germany,
France, Russia, China and others. After the US did not succeed in winning UN
approval for military sanctions, it decided to go to war without an explicit mandate
by the UN Security Council and to neglect the majority opinion of the international
community. Political power-games around the pros and cons of this war, the
military performance of the allies and the results of the war have had drastic effects
not only for the Middle East, but for the structures of world politics.
Operation Iraqi Freedom, which began in March 2003, was not compatible with
the UN Charter. Political power-games around the pros and cons of this war, the
military performance of the allies and the results of the war have had drastic effects
not only for the Middle East, but for the structures of world politics. It's major aim -regime change -- was not legitimized by the UN Security Council. And it is more
than doubtful that the US could claim a right to self-defense.
Being aware of this lack of legitimacy, some referred to UNSCR 687 from 3 April
1991. This resolution demands that Iraq destroy the facilities and materials
enabling the production of chemical and biological weapons as well as eliminate
ballistic missiles with a range of more than 150 kilometers under international
supervision. It is, however, more than ambiguous whether this resolution really
provides a sound and sufficient basis for a military strike without further approval
by the UNSC. A similar debate evolved around UNSCR 1441 adopted on 8
November 2002. Therein, the UNSC considered serious consequences if Iraq
continued with offences against its obligations. The USA argued that this phrase
already provided sufficient legitimation for military strikes, while France, Russia and
others persisted that the UN Security Council had to identify such offences in a
further resolution and explicitly authorize coercive measures. After having striven in
vain for a majority for a second resolution within the UNSC, the US and GB began
the war without UNSC mandate. The 'falcons' around US Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld made unmistakably clear that the United Nations were doomed
to insignificance if they did not follow the super power and its allies. As a
6

See “Bush’s new Security Plan – Strike First. Calls for shift from reactive to proactive defense
against terrorism.” (Dateline: 09/21/02), at
<http://usgovinfo.about.com/library/weekly/aa092102a.htm> (15.05 2004).
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consequence, international rules and norms that have been developed in the past
decades are now being put into question by the global hegemon whose behavior is
increasingly determined by an imperial attitude -- a trend that could spill over to
regional hegemons in the near future.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This essay has argued for a sober but not defeatist appraisal of the United Nations.
In its role as a bearer of hope, the UN is clearly overtaxed. But the present
tendency to reduce it to the role of optional rubber-stamp will lead inexorably to its
power as a universal legal authority and an effectual actor within fixed areas of
responsibility being undermined. What we need to do, is to strengthen the UN as
the core element in a system of cooperative security. What this might mean in
practical terms was illustrated here by means of selected operational steps. The
creation of stand-by capacities for early warning, conflict management, and
peacekeeping, and re-establishment of the UN’s monopoly on the use of force are
all key aspects.
After September 11, the war against terror and subsequently the Iraq war have
dominated the global agenda. Immediately after the terror attacks in New York and
Washington, the UN Security Council clearly defined transnational terrorism as a
precarious threat to peace and security – good evidence for the usefulness of an
operative multilateral forum. At the same time, however, the Bush administration
followed an extremely unilateral course in the preparation of regime change in Iraq
– ignoring world opinion and providing highly ambiguous evidence on Saddam’s
link to Al-Qaeda and the existence of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). The
United Nations are at a cross-roads: Reforms to improve efficiency are on the table
and subsequently implemented by the energetic Secretary-General Kofi Annan.
But these reforms take place within an era that is obviously characterized by the
renaissance of geopolitics. This could result in a rather undesirable outcome: a
more efficient world organisation in the context of a weakened and ineffective
multilateralism.
Despite the significance of the Iraq war, it's important to note that in its shade
numerous other violent conflicts were lost out of sight. The Hamburg Working
Group on Causes of War (AKUF 2003) has counted more than 40 violent conflicts
in 2002 in which more than seven million people have died since their beginning.
Most of these wars were intra-state and implied the participation of private actors
(rebels, warlords, etc.). In that respect, the Iraq war should be regarded as an
exception rather than the rule. Sure enough, this war has a considerable impact on
the future world order at the beginning of the 21st century. However, it should not
shift international attention away from other conflicts (in particular in Africa and
Central/South Asia) and from the necessity to strengthen the UN system’s
capacities in the realm of crisis prevention and peace operations.
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